
OCP Ready - 
Driving data centre  
efficiency for HPC  
and AI

Introduction 
The Open Compute Project Foundation (OCP) is a collaborative community focused on redesigning  
hardware technology to efficiently support the growing demands on compute infrastructure. Its mission is to enable 
the most efficient designs for scalable computing through collaboration across the data centre industry - from the 
largest hyperscalers to technology manufacturers, and colocation providers  
to private enterprise facilities.

With the acceleration of artificial intelligence (AI) and high performance computing (HPC), not to mention global IP traffic doubling 
every few years and a greater focus on decreasing IT energy consumption, it has become increasingly important to manage data 
centre compute as efficiently as possible. Hyperscalers led the drive and saw early benefits, but the OCP community is not limited 
to large scale data centre operations. Colocation campuses, like Kao Data, have been inspired by the hyperscale community and 
have successfully designed and engineered their facilities for complex, intensive computing on an industrial scale. Today this offers 
colocation users a flexibility that reduces lifetime costs and increases efficiency. As a result, enterprises of all shapes and sizes are 
now able to benefit from their customisable, high-density computing environments. 

In this paper we’ll examine: 
 
1) How the OCP Project is helping colocation facility providers create more  
energy-efficient data centres. 

2) The growing convergence between industrial scale HPC demands and  
OCP Ready™ data centre facility design. 

3) Why Kao Data is well positioned as the first OCP Ready data centre in 
Europe to help. 
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What is the Open Compute Project?

Recognising the need for greater data centre efficiency, in 2011 Facebook launched the 
Open Compute Project in conjunction with Intel, Rackspace, Goldman Sachs and  
entrepreneur investor Andy Bechtolsheim. Efforts centered on rethinking software,  
servers, racks, power supplies, and cooling in an effort to create a more energy efficient 
data centre that could rapidly scale while minimising costs. This presented an opportunity 
to create a synergistic movement for data centre hardware, similar to open source  
software. 

OCP hardware specifications initially delivered pre-packaged, off-the-shelf server, network 
and cooling solutions that were ideally suited for homogenised, mass-scale hyperscale  
environments. Now, the focus has shifted to how the standards can be utilised by the  
other 80% of the data centre market, including on-site data centres, and more 
specifically, colocation facilities.

Creating a “gold standard” for technical engineering and specifications helps colocation 
facility providers to rapidly deploy equipment while maximising mechanical performance  
and thermal and electrical efficiency. The OCP Data Centre Facility project focuses on five 
functional areas - power, cooling, IT space layout/design, facility management and  
control, and finally facility operations.
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1. Power: Flexibility to provide centralised UPS or distributed capacity with OCP localised 
rack battery back-up systems. 

2. Cooling: Indirect evaporative cooling with no mechanical refrigeration which meets 
ASHRAE TC 9.9 environmental standards, enabling recommended (Class A1) 2015 to be 
achievable 100% of the time. 

3. IT Space Layout and Design: Maximising cool air flow draw from front to back of the 
cabinets with hot exhaust expelled into the ceiling-void and returned to the indirect  
evaporative cooling system. 

4. Facility Management and Control: Comprehensive BMS and PMS to monitor and 
control the data centre environment, from temperature to humidity and now contamination 
– offering a market leading SLA incorporating G1 corrosion atmosphere. 

5. Facility Operations: More sustainable infrastructure, driven by an ultra-low PUE,  
leading to low WUE and CUE. Smaller generators and the selected power distribution  
systems offer reduced fuel consumption, better environmental credentials and lower 
operating expenditure.
 

The industry is validating this approach of transforming hyperscale environments into  
solutions that are appropriate for global markets. A recent OCP Foundation study 
conducted by research firm Omdia forecasts OCP market revenue to more than double 
by 2023 and grow 36 percent annually on average for the next three years. Bill Carter, 
CTO for the Open Compute Project Foundation commented, “Collaboration with open 
source software organisations and OCP solution providers is making open hardware  
easier to adopt and consume.”

Mark Dansie,  
OCP Ready Lead,  
Open Compute Project: 

“Kao Data is  
producing cutting  
edge data centre  
designs for HPC and 
intensive AI that are 
built upon the latest 
OCP technology 
concepts.” 
 

As an industry example, Kao Data’s positioning on 
this has been the following:
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Modern data centres act as the bridge between technology infrastructure and customer 
innovation driving creativity in new products and services. With Cambridge and the UK 
Innovation Corridor being a global hub for life science and biomedical research, teams in 
Kao Data’s own backyard are undertaking research projects that are determining links to 
disease therapy data and using innovative new analytical techniques, alongside power 
-intensive computing systems to develop new cures.  
 
To the south of Kao Data’s campus lies London - one of the world’s preeminent financial 
centres where quantitative research and trading, big data analytics and risk analysis  
are creating new business models for the financial services industry. It’s becoming  
increasingly clear that the next generation of compute needed to facilitate this  
innovation will come in the form of HPC, AI and machine learning (ML).

Where HPC Meets OCP

These compute-intensive, industrial-scale environments not only require energy efficiency, 
but also accessibility, flexibility, the highest standard infrastructure and “future-proof” design 
considerations - all characteristics of an OCP Ready colocation environment. This trend 
in data centre engineering, together with innovations in building design and construction 
techniques, are resulting in far greater high-performance systems in smaller spaces. In other 
words, colocation providers that achieve OCP Ready status are quickly discovering they are 
also “HPC Ready”.

Nowhere is this more apparent than in the GPU power density requirements which run the 
most advanced AI and machine learning applications.  The high power density for NVIDIA’s 
DGX systems puts them out of reach for legacy data centre facilities. NVIDIA DGX A100, for 
example, is the universal system for AI infrastructure, from analytics to training to inference. 
It packs 5 petaFLOPS of AI performance into a 6U form factor, requiring 6.5kW, resulting in 
upwards of 50kW racks, if deployed efficiently and effectively. 
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OCP at Kao Data

Kao Data is steeped in data centre history and excellence. The Harlow 
campus is located in the heart of the UK Innovation Corridor and built 
on the site of Sir Charles Kao’s pioneering discovery of fibre optic  
cable in 1966.  
 
The executive team at Kao Data have played key roles at  
Fortune 500 corporations and publicly traded REIT’s including CBRE 
and Digital Realty Trust, overseeing the creation and execution of  
global developments exceeding £1.0bn in capital deployment and  
supporting over 200MW of technical space. 

A conventional data centre is not equipped to host or remove the heat generated by 
these power-hungry systems and is not likely to invest in the infrastructure needed to do 
so. Industrial grade facilities, on the other hand, are designed to efficiently cool tens of 
kilowatts per rack and accommodate this kind of power density.

Kao Data’s campus, with its OCP Ready design, supports the additional weight  
constraint for submerged cooling technologies that are essential for the latest highly 
dense processor configurations. Advancements such as processors cooled in thermally  
conductive dielectric liquid will become more of the norm in the next few years, as 80% 
of compute power in a technology suite will become liquid-cooled. This provides the 
processing capabilities needed to crunch through the data lakes created by AI and  
machine learning applications. Nowhere is this more apparent than in the GPU power  
density requirements which run the most advanced AI and machine learning  
applications. 

The convergence of the Open Compute Project and HPC is ever increasing. With the 
immense data transfers required for AI, machine learning and new not-yet developed 
applications, data centres must have the capability to do on-board processing on-site.  
An OCP Ready facility drives down costs to better tailor flexible solutions that meet  
the compute needs of any research or enterprise organisation. For organisations 
serious about HPC, finding a colocation provider that is in-tune with OCP credentials  
and requirements makes perfect sense.

With this experience, the team at Kao Data have been at the leading edge of data centre 
technology and influencing how data centres have been built across the industry. “Paul 
Finch and I have worked together across multiple organisations creating and launching 
data centres,” says Gérard Thibault, CTO at Kao Data. “The lessons we learned though 
each project became the basis of our own ‘best practice’ guidelines.” 
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This has included being at the forefront of advancements such as raised floor phase  
out, driving up return air temps to ASHRAE allowable levels to gain extra efficiencies,  
hot aisle/cold aisle airflow management, etc. - all components of the OCP Colocation 
Facility Guidelines and Checklist. As a result, in 2018 Kao Data became the first OCP 
Ready data centre in Europe and today is one of only six globally.

“Our innovation in equipment design and process methodology and the OCP Data  
Centre Facility project were operating as two parallel streams that came together  
and converged as a set of best practices for the industry,” says Gérard. “The Open 
Compute Project is a natural extension of our philosophy on how industrial scale  
data centres should be built.” Gérard Thibault,  

Chief Techical Officer, 
Kao Data: 
 
“The Open Compute 
 Project is a natural  
exension of our  
philosophy on how  
industrial scale data  
centres should be  
built.”

Kao Data’s influence is recognised by the OCP Ready Lead, Mark Dansie. “Kao Data is  
producing cutting edge data centre designs for HPC and intensive AI that are built upon  
the latest OCP technology concepts. Paul, Gérard and their team have been actively 
involved in industry stewardship, offering their expertise and working with other  
vendors. Sharing that knowledge within the community is a benefit for us all.”

Being OCP Ready at Kao Data means we’ve engineered an ‘HPC Ready’ facility based  
on hyperscale standards and accessibility that is flexibly designed for industrial-scale,  
enterprise colocation. Technical space at Kao Data’s campus provides a platform for the 
large-scale deployment of densely populated and heavy OCP Open Racks that contain 
the latest OCP ‘Accepted’ and ‘Inspired’ hardware designs. 

Utilising hot aisle containment rack enclosures and diffused cool air process through  
the Indirect Evaporative Cooling system, raised floors are no longer required to  
achieve ASHRAE ‘Recommended’ environments. Applying creativity to cooling systems 
allowed a radical reimagining of the equipment needed, resulting in greatly reduced  
mechanical complexity of the data centre. This has increased energy efficiency,  
reduced maintenance requirements and increased the system reliability.
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The Open Compute Project was created by a like-minded community of data 
centre operators, equipment manufacturers and users dedicated to support 
the growing demands on compute infrastructure. These demands require 
developing the most cost- and energy-efficient computing infrastructure 
possible. The power, cooling and hosting requirements of HPC, AI and GPUs 
will tax infrastructure further by driving the scale and complexity of future 
compute. It is becoming increasingly important for colocation facilities to be 
OCP Ready in order to be ‘HPC Ready’.

At Kao Data, we are committed to delivering innovative OCP Ready  
infrastructure designed for enterprise colocation. Our data centre design  
philosophy and best practices have positively influenced the work and 
impact of the OCP data centre facility project, setting Kao Data apart  
from legacy data centre facilities. 

This approach is now being taken to the wider enterprise colocation  
audience, who will significantly benefit from these initiatives. As the first  
OCP Ready data centre in Europe, Kao Data has created a ground-breaking,  
highly flexible and scalable technology home for HPC and AI across the  
UK Innovation Corridor.
 

For more information, please visit: kaodata.com

Conclusion...
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